
Curvebal !                



Introductions/Research
There is much information be found of trajectory changes or clusters.The University of Massachusetts studied a 

test on batted balls that have been cooled and heated up.Some of the baseballs got up to 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 120 
degrees Fahrenheit.In the experiment it showed how the lower temperature ball makes the ball slower. (The University of 
Massachusetts)
(Please see reference slide)

The way the ball is shaped helps the way it changes trajectory.Teaming with the ball shaped and the wind helps the 
pitcher get a good spin.The laces of the baseball also makes the spin and change direction.(Alan M. Nathan)
(Please see reference slide)

According to sportsrec.com, ”The University of Massachusetts study conducted tests on batted balls that were 
cooled or heated to temperatures ranging from 40 degrees Fahrenheit up to 120 degrees F. The results showed that the 
lower the temperature, the slower the ball traveled after making contact with the bat.”  (Please see reference slide)       
According to baseball.physics.illinois.edu, “... spiraling motion of a spinning sports ball, due to the increase in the 
curvature of the trajectory as the ball slows down due to drag.”   (Please see reference slide)
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Statement of the Problem

 In this experiment I will be testing how different degrees of wind and other environmental factors 
affect a pitching machine trajectory of a baseball towards a batting box.

Question/Problem

The purpose in this experiment is to find out is how much do weather affect a baseball’s 
trajectory. I want to do this experiment because I want to see how I can move the baseball 
and my body to make the weather not a variable. Another reason why I want to do this 
experiment is because I grew up playing baseball and I want to subtract one of the many 
common variables in a baseball game . How I think this experiment can help other people, 
by telling them that a baseball moves like this when a certain type of weather or other 
natural variables.



Hypothesis / Predictions

I hypothesize that wind will change to baseball’s trajectory by putting wind to a certain direction and measure the 
ball from the center of the target from the original bullseye which I got from throwing the ball without the wind. 
Research states that with different wind speed and direction the baseball moves differently making it most likely a 
variable in a baseball game.

 
Variable

Independent: The  thing I changed was the wind speed, wind direction, and the direction the pitching machine is 
facing,

Dependent: In this experiment I  measured the pitching machine trajectory of a baseball that is affected by the 
wind towards a batting box grid. 

Control



Results and Data

I tested the different cluster placements of different wind directions and if you look at the picture at the bottom the 
one with the circles it shows the deviation and all I had to do was to see where the circles were from the chart and 
see where it was on the chart. It told me that it does change the baseball’s trajectory and it's the deviation . *Chart 
of Cluster placements*



Photo of the ball’s clusters



Results: Data Table
Pitch Direction Wind Direction AVG Wind Speed MPH Deviation

T1 (Control) North South 3 0

T2 North South 5.5 3

T3 North North East 5 2

T4 North North East 5 5

T5 South North 4.5 5

T6 South North East 5.5 6

T7 South North East 6 6

                                          
              



Materials
● 20-Pitching Machine Balls - Champro
● 1-Baseball Radar Gun - Pocket Radar
● 1-Camera - Apple iPhone 8
● 1-Computer, Apple Macbook Pro 2014
● 2-Flag landMarks
● 2-Large Fan, Tornado 24 Inch Grade High Velocity Movement Heavy Duty Drum 3 Speed Air Circulator Fan                         
● 1-Pitching Machine, First Pitch Baseline Pitching Machine                                                                                                         
● Science Fair Logbook
● 1-Software, Microsoft Office
● 1-Wooden wall - Unknown, Width was 2 Feet and Height 4 and a Half Feet
● 7-Premium Post Board Paper - Ghost Line
● 100 page-Composition Book -  Campus

Figure 2 : (PItching  Machine)

Figure 1 : (Wind machine)

Figure 3 : (All Trials 1-7))

T1                T2                          T3                            T4                    T5                        T6                          
T7



Procedures
1. Gather materials for experiment
2. Get to the destination which I was going to do my experiment on
3. Measure distance of 46 feet  
4. Mark the markers on the even surface outside
5. Mark the points from where the 46 feet start and where it ends.
6. Set up pitching machine
7. Set speed to 65 Miles Per Hour on pitching machine
8. Get a  wooden 4’4 wall so we can see where the ball lands
9. Mark the center of the board 

10. Staple the Premium Poster Board Paper
11. Insert the baseball into the pitching machine
12. Chart the results and wind speed
13. Move the fan after 20 throws and switch direction
14. On the 5th trial we swapped the pitching machine and board



Results: Data Graphs
I tested the different cluster placements of different wind directions and if you look at the picture at the bottom the one 
with the circles it shows the deviation and all I had to do was to see where the circles were from the chart and see where it 
was on the chart. It told me that it does change the baseball’s trajectory and it's the deviation .



Conclusion

For this experiment, my hypothesis was supported. My experiment  was successful because I was able to 
see all the different clusters around the board and the deviation of the ball marks. Another reason my experiment 
was successful is because I am now able to see how to concur the wind so in a baseball game I move the 
baseball a certain way and not make the wind a variable. This experiment proved that different types of wind 
direction do change the ball cluster’s deviation. If I could do this experiment again, the two things I would change 
are the location because it had a small gust. Another thing I would change will be the amount of pitching machine 
balls because there were only twenty and it would have been better if we had more.



Implications and Ideas for Future Research…
If I could change this lab and do it differently I would get a bigger fan because the fan we used was good but I 
wanted it bigger and better and get extra help trying to set up the equipment because with just my dad and I it took 
us around 3 hours.
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